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26 Norman Parade, Clayfield

Key details

Also known as Lycullin

Addresses At 26 Norman Parade, Clayfield, Queensland 4011

Type of place House

Period Federation 1890-1914

Style Bungalow

Lot plan L8_RP34156; L7_RP34156

Key dates Local Heritage Place Since — 1 January 2005
Date of Information — February 2011

Construction Roof: Corrugated iron;
Walls: Timber
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This residence was built for the family of warehouse manager Josiah Henry Peel, circa 1906. Originally a
commercial traveller with the leather and grindery trade, and one of the founders of the Commercial Travellers
Association, Peel had worked his way through the industry. He later managed a leather factory and then took on
the role of warehouse manager for Johnson and Sons.Peel and his family had lived in Maida Hill (Wooloowin)
naming their residence there ‘Lycullin’. He purchased this land in 1902 and took out a mortgage in August 1904,
possibly for the construction of the house. By 1906 Peel was occupying this Norman Parade residence, which he
also named ‘Lycullin’. The Peel family resided at the house until 1922.
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Note: This information has been prepared on the basis of evidence available at the time including an external
examination of the building. The statement of significance is a summary of the most culturally important aspects
of the property based on the available evidence, and may be re-assessed if further information becomes
available. The purpose of this information is to provide an informed evaluation for heritage registration and
information. This does not negate the necessity for a thorough conservation study by a qualified practitioner,
before any action is taken which may affect its heritage significance.
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